We discuss the practical ways to determine the polar cap boundary (PCB, i.e. the boundary between open and closed flux tubes) from observations available at low altitudes. A theory generally predicts a simple topology of PCB (one bundle of the open flux tubes in each polar cap) and the character of its shape and size dependence on IMF but the accurate predictions require to model self-consistently the processes both at the magnetopause and in the magnetotail. The practical ways of PCB indication based on transparent physics and supported by the observations are very few. Among them we discuss: the equatorward boundary of auroral particle precipitation in the cusp proper (in the sector of dayside convection throat); the trapping boundary of the magnetospheric energetic particles; the sharp boundary of the solar electron plateau. The physics of the latter boundary is discussed in more detail. Recent observations indicate that the whole plasma sheet is filled by the solar electrons and that their sharp precipitation boundary originates inside of the closed plasma sheet tubes, indeed, due to the particle scattering (weak non-adiabatic process) in the tail current sheet. The nightside portion of this solar electron plateau boundary generated in this way can be distinguished from its dayside part (which coincides with PCB) by its energy (rigidity) dependent behaviour. In cases of significant north-south hemispherical difference of the solar electron flux the PCB can be accurately determined everywhere. The morphology and physics of the boundaries of the solar electron precipitation as well as their relationship with the patterns of other phenomena (precipitation, convection, FAC etc.) deserve to be studied in much more detail.
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Definition of Polar Cap Boundary
Polar cap, auroral zone and cusp (or cleft) as terms describing the important structural elements of the Earth's magnetosphere belong to the fundamental notations of the magnetospheric physics. Like some other notations from this group ("substorm" is an example) they often have a few various definitions which, at times, also may be based on different principles and thus can not be simply reduced to each other. In the literature one can generally find two groups of definitions of the "polar cap boundary" (PCB). Discussing the physical aspects or the physical models of magnetospheric processes the author prefers to use the term "polar cap boundary" in relation to the sharp boundary separating the open magnetic flux tubes connected to the IMF (polar cap) from the closed flux tubes of the plasma sheet (auroral zone), the term cusp here often delineate two singular funnel shaped regions in the magnetospheric structure. The PCB as a topological boundary (magnetic separator) delineates the magnetic field projection of the specific active portions of the magnetospheric current sheets (particularly, projections of the reconnection regions at the magnetopause and in the tail plasma sheet) which play a very important role in the energy transformation and particle energization in the magnetosphere. The term "polar cap boundary" in this approach is defined rigorously and we shall retain this sense in the following when speaking about the PCB.
On the contrary, another commonly used definition (exactly, a group of definitions) is based on observations. It uses some practical criteria to differentiate between the regions and has the purpose of systematizing the observational data in a quantitative manner. The most traditional approach of this type is based on the intensity of precipitation, so defined concepts of auroral oval, polar cap and cusp/ cleft are well familiar. Also one may find in the literature the term "polar cap boundary", used to describe the major reversal of the zonal convection, or the equatorward boundary of the solar electron precipitation, etc. Such definitions have a conventional, operational character. The boundaries may sometimes coincide (sometimes not), and a final justification of such an approach depends on how well the criteria, as well as the picture resulting from their application to the data, can be explained by the advanced physical understanding of the magnetospheric phenomena.
In this paper we shall primarily discuss the practical question concerning the physics of the polar cap boundary-which practical methods can be used to determine the location of the magnetic separator (i.e. PCB in the above mentioned topological sense) from the observations available at low altitudes? A reason to prefer the low-altitudes is that here the spacecraft measurements provide us with the spatial pattern of different phenomena (not so contaminated by temporal variations) which is crucial to find out a boundary (PCB) position and to organize another phenomena with respect to this boundary in order to investigate further the complicated processes in the boundary regions. Since the thickness of ionospheric projections of the typical boundary structures the accuracy of PCB determination must not be worse than 10-20 km in order to be useful for a study of these boundary region processes.
The last introductory comment concerns the requirements for using some observed signature as a signature of the PCB. In fact, there is no direct mark of the magnetic separator (PCB) in the ionosphere. It means that in order to use some observed signature (or structure) as a signature of the PCB, we must be certain in the physics of that phenomenon, i.e. its physics must be transparent and it must have the obvious confirmations in the observational data. This requirement determines our choice of the phenomena discussed.
Theoretical Information about the Shape and Size of the PCB
Here we briefly mention the recent theoretical results which give some ideas about the global configuration of the polar cap. Most studies, including numerous models of "vacuum superposition of magnetic fields" initiated by the work by STERN (1973) , more recent realistic modelling of the magnetopause reconnection by TOFFOLETTO and HILL (1989) as well as global MHD-simulations by WALKER and OGINO (1989) , generally predict a simple topology of the PCB (one bundle of open flux tubes connected to the polar cap in each hemisphere). They agree also concerning the character of the IMF influence on the polar cap size (regulated principally by IMF B2) and shape (dependent also on IMF By which introduces the asymmetry between dawn and dusk as well as between the hemispheres), as shown schematically at the top of Fig. 1 . At the same time, the analysis by TOFFOLETTO and HILL (1989) indicated that details of the PCB configuration as well as its size and shape are not dictated by the distribution and amount of the interconnected fields alone, but they are also sensitive to the details of magnetic field model inside the magnetosphere (especially, in the tail region). The accurate prediction of the PCB is thus possible only based on global and selfconsistent modelling of the magnetosphere interacting with the magnetized solar wind.
One more theoretical result deserves to be mentioned, it concerns the role of the IMF temporal variations. AKASOFU et al. (1984) exploited the "vacuum merging" approach to model the changes of the PCB in the simplest dynamical situation in the solar wind (sharp plane discontinuity separating the homogeneous magnetic fields A and B convected antisunward with the solar wind). During the passage of the discontinuity over the near-Earth region the shape of the polar cap changed between the two asymptotic configurations A and B (see Fig. 1 , bottom) in a very complicated way. Say, at one intermediate position shown in the center frame of this figure (the discontinuity passed that time through the tail section at X= -10 RE) the polar cap configuration looks like two separate regions joined by a narrow channel. Such tiny details, of course, cannot be treated as realistic, taking into account the crude modelling approach, but in any case the results display an important fact: the well-known variability of the solar wind and IMF parameters can result in the spatially inhomogeneous distribution of the interconnected magnetic field at the magnetopause which may give rise to the complicated and variable PCB patterns. This aspect deserves further study.
The self-consistent global 3-D MHD modelling of the magnetosphere (cf. WALKER and OGINO, 1989, and references therein) have the best chances to help us in the future predictions of the dynamic behaviour of the magnetosphere interacting with IMF. As regards the PCB, this approach have a principal drawback-a limited length of the of WALKER and OGINO (1989)) does not permit the complete investigation since the topology of the tail field lines closed outside this domain cannot be established.
3. Possibilities to Determine the Polar Cap Boundary from Observations 3.1 Auroral particle precipitation and convection Indeed, the most conceptually clear and systematized picture of observations is now available for the dayside auroral particle precipitation. NEWELL and MENG (1988b) succeeded to define the quantitative criteria to distinguish the region of the most direct access of the magnetosheath plasma (the cusp proper, identified by both the highest flux and lowest energy of both proton and electron precipitation) from the more extended region of the magnetosheath-like precipitation named as the cleft/ boundary layer. The geometry of both regions is shown on the simplified scheme at the bottom of (NEWELL and MENG,1988a) .
The appearance of intense cusp precipitation only in the very small portion of the open flux tubes (which are immersed into the dense solar wind plasma outside the magnetosphere) is a natural consequence of a specific mechanism of the plasma entry regulation. As was first discussed by REIFF et al. (1977) the proton thermal speed (VT) is comparable to the speed of their convective flow (Vc) in the magnetosheath and because of the systematic change of both VT and Vc in the magnetosheath, the conditions for penetration into the magnetosphere are different on the dayside and the nightside. At the dayside magnetopause (see a scheme at the top of Fig. 2 ) VT> Vc and convection does not prevent (over cusps), but even helps (in the subsolar region) their penetration to the ionosphere, whereas at the high-latitude side (Vc> VT, convection carries the ions in tailward direction) most of the magnetosheath particles penetrating through the magnetopause cannot reach the ionosphere. This mechanism predicts a hemispherical difference between the proton precipitation parameters in the summer and winter cusps (lower flux and higher energy threshold for penetration in the winter cusp which is further from the subsolar point) in good agreement with the observations (NEWELL and MENG,1988a) . A similar regulation of the entry of magnetosheath electrons (although it cannot be influences by the convection) is achieved as they are tied in space to the massive ions by the charge neutrality requirements, as was nicely demonstrated for the cusp flux tubes by BURCH (1985) .
A widely extended (in local time) cleft/ BL type of precipitation (marked by BL in Fig. 2 ) is characterized by the lower particle flux and slightly higher energy as compared to the cusp (the energy thresholds between them are 200 eV for the electrons and 2.7 keV for the protons, according to NEWELL and MEND (1988b) ). The spectral characteristics, the configuration of that zone as well as the evidences of closed character of the flux tubes containing BL precipitation (cf. LUNDIN et al., 1988) allow identification of the source of this precipitation with the low-latitude boundary layer-a persistent structure well-known from the measurements made on magnetospheric spacecraft (cf. EASTMAN et al.,1984; MITCHELL et al., 1987) .
The transit time of the protons along the flux tube is large enough (it takes about 150
(such values are not uncommon for the near-cusp region in the ionosphere-cf. HEELIS, 1988) the particles can be convected by hundreds of km across the magnetic field from the place of initial injection when moving to the ionosphere. A region of dispersed (in space) low-energy tail appearing outside the bulk of its source population (cusp or BL) is often distinguished as a specific "mantle" region (marked by M in Fig. 2 ), it can be on open or closed field lines depending on both the source location and the direction of the convection component across the PCB. The use of convection measurements on the same spacecraft is valuable, first, to refine the boundary locations by subtracting the convective displacements of observed boundaried, and, second, as important supporting evidence to identify the region, as will be discussed below. According to this simple physical scheme the PCB is the demarcation line separating the cusp and BL precipitation types. The precipitation contrast between these regions now becomes the main problem in the identification of the PCB. Simple arguments predict higher contrast during southward IMF than for northward IMF. Dayside reconnection is expected to enhance the precipitation flux by opening the flux tubes exposed to the slow and thermalized magnetosheath flow in the subsolar region. At the same time the reconnection-induced sunward flow of the closed flux tubes towards the reconnection site is expected to decrease the precipitation from the BL (due to the plasma deceleration on the lengthening field lines) as well as the BL thickness. Both kinds of differences between southward and northward IMF have indeed been observed (see NEWELL et al., 1989 , concerning the intensity of the cusp precipitation and MITCHELL et al., 1987 , concerning the discussion of LLBL dependence on IMF).
An important observation by NEWELL and MEND (1988b) is that near noon these regions often adjoin each other (with BL placed equatorwards of the cusp) and that the boundary between them (in terms of energy and number flux) is often quite sharp. When both regions are registered on the same spacecraft pass, this sharp boundary can be used as a mark of the PCB boundary.
If only one region can be found-it may be a problem to identify the region. The fixed quantitative criteria advanced by NEWELL and MEND (1988b) cannot completely solve this problem in each concrete spacecraft pass since the flux and energy thresholds separating BL and cusp precipitation are of course dependent on the current solar wind parameters (including the plasma density and temperature as well as other parameters like Mach numbers and IMF orientation which can control the structure of the magnetosheath-see PUDOVKIN et al., 1982) -this dependence needs to be established in future research. Also the registration of a significant poleward convection component (signature of the dayside convection throat region associated with dayside reconnection) can be used as an additional signature indicating the cusp-type precipitation, whose equatorward boundary give us the PCB position. Similarly, the intense equatorward convection in that sector (expected for northward IMF due to the reconnection tailwards of cusps) give us the poleward boundary of cusp-like precipitation as indicator of PCB.
All these situations in which the PCB can be determined rather confidently, unfortunately, occur only in the narrow sector near noon containing the cusp-type precipitation. In our opinion there are little chances to unambiguously determine the PCB in other LT sectors by using the low altitude measurements of auroral particles, convection and field-aligned currents. The main reasons are the following: due to the presence of the discrete precipitation structure (effects of the acceleration by the field-aligned electric field). The mechanisms generating these structures are not clear and, indeed, are numerous (cf. a review by SATO, 1982) . In any case, the frequent multiplicity of the discrete structures in the auroral zone as well as their appearance in the polar cap area (presumably, in open flux tubes) preclude from the use of discrete structure as firm signatures of PCB even in the case of single arc observation.
and EGELAND,1988) as well as nightside phenomena are very dynamic and dominated by short-term (minutes) transient phenomena.
By summarizing these facts we see that the physics of the phenomena in the boundary regions other than at noon is too unclear to use the auroral phenomena for the prediction of the PCB. Rather, the establishing of the PCB position will help seriously in understanding the physics of that region.
Magnetospheric energetic particles
The idea to use the energetic particles (with energies exceeding few tens of keV) as tracers for a study of the magnetic configuration was very popular during the first decade of active magnetospheric research, when most of the available information concerning energetic particle (EP) morphology at low altitudes was actually accumulated.
Observations indicated that a major source of EP (with the exception of the rare solar particle events discussed below) is inside the magnetotail plasma sheet (at closed field lines) where the particles are accelerated during substorms and then transported by the magnetic drift to another parts of the tail (cf. GREENSPAN et al., 1985; BAKER and BELIAN, 1986 ). Studies of the particle spectra, anisotropies, composition and spatial distribution, as well as the direct comparisons of measurements at few spacecraft indicated the magnetospheric origin of the magnetosheath EP (cf. a review of SIEBECK and MCENTIRE (1988) ). From that we expect to find a decrease of the EP flux, when moving from closed to open field lines (at PCB). A well-known energetic particle layer just outside the magnetopause is not expected to produce the increase at the PCB since the particles in this layer are indeed streaming away from the magnetosphere along the IMF flux tubes (SIEBECK and MCENTIRE, 1988) .
There is a very efficient mechanism of particle loss in the outermost closed flux tubes adjoining to the PCB: here the particle drift trajectories are not closed and particles will contact the magnetopause and leak away freely. The exception is a singular region at noon where the last closed drift shell contacts the magnetopause and the dayside merging may bring more particles towards the PCB-here the outer boundary of the radiation belt particles often coincides with the magnetopause (WILLIAMS, 1979) . At dusk for electrons and at dawn for ions the EP flux is expected to drop to the background values in the closed tubes well before the magnetopause (as observed-see MITCHELL et al., 1987) .
A more favourable situation is expected during disturbed conditions at dusk (for ions) and dawn (for electrons) flanks but even here one cannot guarantee the large enough amount of newly accelerated particles will appear everywhere in the proximity of the magnetopause and at any instant of observations. For these reasons in most cases one may use the high-latitude trapping boundary of energetic particles (AB) only as a lowlatitude limit of the actual PCB position.
Solar energetic particles
Early low-altitude spacecraft observations indicated a very simple and impressive precipitation pattern of the solar energetic electrons (SEE). As a rule, it looks like a plateau pattern (see, for example, Fig. 3) where the intense precipitation fills homo- Fig. 3 . Integral fluxes of >30 keV and >8 keV electrons in both polar caps measured by the low altitude polar spacecraft IK-17 during the intense solar electron event on February 13, 1978 (SERGEEV et al.,1987 . The orbital plane was close to the noon-midnight meridian, profiles are arranged from top to the bottom in order of increasing UT, both MLT and UT at the crossings of the sharp nightside boundary of solar electron precipitation are given at the right side.
geneously the central polar cap and ends abruptly at rather high latitudes which are close to the high-latitude limit of auroral oval precipitation (MCDIARMID and BURROWS, 1970; EVANS and STONE, 1972) . Unlike the solar protons no signatures of solar energetic electron penetration into the plasma sheet were found previously, although the free and fast access of the SEE from the interplanetary space to the tail lobe and polar cap was proved (cf. a review by PAULIKAS,1974). The direct particle access and the configuration of their precipitation were considered as the most convincing proof of the open topology of the Earth's magnetosphere (cf. AKASOFU, 1977) , whereas the sharp boundaries of the SEE plateau were perceived as the most accurate and direct marks of the PCB. Although the solar electrons really have all properties of the ideal tracers of the PCB (negligible convective and diffusive displacements across the magnetic flux tube during their flight along that tube, unstructured intensity in the open flux tubes which helps to distinguish the boundary etc.), the interpretation of the plateau boundary as the topological boundary (i.e. PCB) is correct only if there is no (or limited) access of these particles into the closed flux tubes of the plasma sheet. This is not a case in reality as was clarified in recent a study of the intense solar electron event by SERGEEV et al. (1987) . The SEE fluxes in both polar caps were monitored during many orbits of low-altitude polar spacecraft IK-17 whose orbital plane was that time close to noon-midnight plane (Fig. 3) . Simultaneously, ISEE-l spacecraft did measurement on its inbound trajectory on the dawnside, moving in the plasma sheet (cf. Fig. 4 Amusingly, the effective penetration of the solar particles from open to closed field lines was also evidenced by low-altitude data (Fig. 3) . This was possible because of the pronounced difference of particle fluxes in the Northern and Southern polar caps. Such N-S asymmetry (well studied earlier for the solar protons-see PAULIKAS,1974) appears due to the different connections of the N and S open flux tubes to the particle sourceunder the "away" IMF orientation at that time northern open tubes are connected to the source (Sun) and southern tubes are shadowed from it by the Earth. This allowed visualizing the precipitation from the closed tubes-it is the region of "auroral peak" at nightside in the southern passes of IK-17 spacecraft in Fig. 3 where the fluxes become the same as in the northern polar cap. That feature appeared independently of the IMF orientation and substorm activity and is a nightside phenomenon (not found at dayside). The data presented illustrate the main findings:
particle fluxes;
sheet (it does not coincide with PCB) at nightside. The main practical problem is then a search of general criteria to distinguish between "dayside" and "nightside" types of the SEE precipitation boundary. The physical mechanism which realises the effective (isotropic over loss cone) electron precipitation and meets the main observational constraints (a regular nightside phenomenon; occurs in the outermost closed flux tubes up to the boundary of open/ closed tubes; produces a sharp inner boundary) is indeed the particle pitch-angle scattering (a weakly non-adiabatic process) in the tail current sheet. This mechanism is well investigated (cf. GRAY and LEE (1982) , LYONS and SPEISER (1982) and results by SERGEEV et al. (1983) , SERGEEV and MALKOV (1988) concerning the scattering over the ionospheric loss cone). This mechanism acts on particles of both solar and magnetospheric origin. The morphology of the magnetospheric energetic particle precipitation as well as direct comparison between their observed characteristics and the modelled ones (IMHOF et al., 1979; SERGEEV et al.,1983; IMHOF, 1988; SERGEEV and MALKOV, 1988) were found in a good agreement with the model predictions.
The expected shapes of the isotropic precipitation boundary in the equatorial tail and ionosphere in Fig. 5 are calculated using the recent versions of the TSYGANENKO (1989) models for 100 keV particles. Note from this figure, that the electron precipitation boundary is as close to the Earth as 10-12 RE at the nightside, and that although this precipitation originates only in the nightside magnetosphere (even for the 100 keV protons the boundary is at X<0), this precipitation can be projected to the ionosphere as close to the noon as 10 or 14 h MLT. It means that a distinction between "dayside" and "nightside" type of the SEE precipitation boundary cannot be made based on simple local time arguments but requires a special study in each case.
The precipitation mechanism discussed above provides a sharp equatorward signature-a rigidity dependence of its boundary position. Such dependence was well documented for the precipitation of magnetospheric energetic particles by IMHOF et al. (1979) and IMHOF (1988) but it remains to be supported for the solar particles. (Note, however, VAMPOLA (1971) mentioned, although not supporting documentally, that the SEE boundary position is energy dependent on the nightside but not on the dayside.) As follows from the above discussion, the sharp boundary of SEE on the nightside gives us again a low latitude limit of the PCB as in the case of trapped particles. However, when a hemispherical difference between SEE fluxes in the polar caps becomes significant, then the PCB can be accurately determined even on the nightside.
The use of the solar energetic particles (preferentially electrons since the proton precipitation often have complex structure in the polar cap which complicates the search of the PCB) allows the most accurate diagnostics of the PCB. The importance of the PCB as a crucial characteristic when studying the processes at the magnetospheric boundary indeed compensates the rarity of SEE events (still more than dozen of events per year can be found during the solar maximum years).
Concluding Remarks
In spite of the progress achieved in the study of the high-latitude magnetosphere and ionosphere, the possibilities of accurate determination of the PCB (or of its accurate theoretical prediction) are still very limited. As regards the practical determination, we were able to choose only two kinds of observable structures-the boundary of cusp precipitation and the boundaries of solar electron precipitation-whose physics is clear enough and practical criterions specifying the interpretation (say, direction of the meridional convection in the first case and energy dependence of solar particles in the second case) could be checked up experimentally. From these two only the solar electron boundary allows to define the PCB accurately at all local times.
The interest to study the energetic particles at low altitudes fell considerably during the last decade as indicated, for example, by the absence of the special energetic particle experiments (convering tens-hundreds of keV energy range) onboard recent low-altitude magnetospheric spacecraft as DE-1, 2, Viking, EXOS-D. However, besides the discussed issue of the energetic particle boundaries, new possibilities of such energetic particle experiments in the study of the particle acceleration and losses, as well as the new approaches to the quantitative monitoring of the magnetospheric magnetic field (this aspect was recently discussed by SERGEEV and MALKOV (1988) ) seem very attractive and may give new life to this traditional area of space research, which was so popular during the first decade of the active magnetospheric investigation.
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